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Moderator Jean-Yves Rioux: This is a joint session between the ERM and the Life tracks. It is about pricing and
strategic planning using Economic Capital and risk assessment models. Contrary what is written in the program,
I am moderating and I’m also presenting a small piece at the beginning as well.

My name is Jean-Yves Rioux from Deloitte. I’m not sure I should say this but I’m older than I look. I can still
say that now, I think. I’m not sure I’m going to be able to say that for very long. I’m looking at myself.

(laughter)
I have over 16 years of experience in the life insurance industry, quite diversified experience; a lot of it has to

do with model review and risk identification and assessment as well. At Deloitte, my role is split between
assumption and model review as well as some consulting assignments with a lot having to do with Economic
Capital and risks. So without waiting further I will start a brief introduction to Economic Capital.

I have two other speakers with me and I’ll introduce them one by one after my presentation.
I’m also a Chartered Enterprise Risk Analyst and I participate in the committee on enterprise risk management

applications and we recently produced a booklet about ERM for actuaries to promote actuaries in the ERM space
outside of the profession. They were available at the door on the table, so I encourage you if you haven’t seen it to
grab a copy as well.

So for those that looked at the presentation before, there’s nothing fancy about the formulas, it’s fairly high
level. What Economic Capital is, is really a measure of risk capital. It’s often defined in a couple of ways. The first
one that I presented here is: it’s “sufficient surplus to cover potential unexpected losses” and of course, you have
to define your parameters over a horizon period and within a confidence level. It’s the typical “Value at Risk”
definition that we’re used to seeing around. The star in this formula means the stress level, so it’s basically a loss
on a given stress case, and we removed the expected loss from this. It’s really the departure from what’s expected.



Here once again, nothing fancy, but the point I want to make here is that often we define Economic Capital
as the difference between your net assets or your equity under normal conditions and under stress conditions.
Why I’m working that out quickly is because sometimes companies think this way, which to me would be the

proper definition of Economic Capital, the most complete. And for those two definitions to align, you have to use
a total loss approach, not just a value loss. Sometimes companies will use standard deviation approach or percentile
approach and they will basically look at mainly values rather than income but I would argue that a total loss
approach should be used, both value and income. So that’s the point of the slide.

There are alternative calculation bases. Everyone would argue that fair value is normally the way to go. You
want to have a risk measure that’s appropriate and that reflects how do we price in the markets. But some companies
implement it partially and they use a balance sheet approach.

Alternative measurement also includes, as I mentioned, standard deviation as well as CTE or Conditional Tail
Expectation.

Some of the possible approaches include:
• Parametric, which are closed forms.
• Some companies may decide to look at the past, the history, and basically assume that it’s going to
repeat itself in the future and use this data.

• Some other companies have capabilities to do stochastic modelling and they will basically simulate the
different variables in the environment in the future.

Because of the correlation, of course, if you calculate Economic Capital for a given project or a given line -
and I made it generic here. It can be a project or a line of business; it doesn’t matter. If you calculate it and you
add the values together, you will definitely come to a higher amount than if you calculate overall for the company.
And what happens is that, whenever you look at a project, the project may look risky on its own, but it has to be
considered in the context of what it is going to contribute to your portfolio risk, to your enterprise-wide risk.
That’s quite key to these concepts.

One of the considerations to take into consideration is the types of risks tested. Of course; there are broad
definitions used by Basel such as: credit, market. (market normally includes interest rate risk, equity and commodity
prices as well as exchange rate risks), underwriting, which could include insurance or many of the other risks of
the business, and operational, that could lump in everything else.

There are different views of how you get at the risk. OSFI uses seven risk categories. I like the OSFI approach,
although sometimes it’s difficult to quantify; they have “strategic” defined separately. So I find it difficult to separate
strategic risk from the residual risk from the business which I would see as operational; you could combine them.
One thing I personally find that’s good about the framework of OSFI is that, it does identify liquidity risk as well
and we don’t tend to always account for this or we rarely reflect it when we consider various scenarios. So that’s
something that we should bear in mind when we look at the environment in the future.

Risk aggregation and correlations. The SOA released a paper survey that Ernst and Young performed, that’s
called “Economic Capital Correlation Matters and Other Techniques”. They basically were trying to survey and
find a feel for what companies were doing in the market., So that’s fairly recent, that’s last September. Anyone who
didn’t see the paper may be interested in looking at what the practices are. One thing that I got from there is that
the approach is different when you aggregate within risk categories, like the broad categories versus when you
aggregate across risk categories. And some companies, just to stay generic again, some of the approaches that are
used are integrated scenarios or even using correlations to combine the various risk measures.

Another consideration is the allocation of Economic Capital. There are various approaches to allocate capital
at risk, if we want to call it that way, and quite often it’s the top down approach whereby you have Economic
Capital calculated for the enterprise and then you allocate it yourself. But there could be an argument that you can
ask your lines or your various divisions to bid for capital and basically they have to return a certain return on that
capital that they borrow. So there are concepts of either internal markets or top-down approach whereby you have
allocated capital or used capital.
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Other things to consider as well are the allocation of the diversification benefit as I mentioned, when you’re
going to have Economic Capital for the enterprise. Why? It’s going to be lower than the sum of the pieces so this
difference it needs to be allocated to the lines. But in fact, one thing is that, the lines do not control this piece, right?

It’s not because they manage better the business; it’s just the nature of the business that they contribute a lower risk.
And they can’t really do much in the context of the enterprise; they don’t control the rest of the enterprise as they
manage one line. So some of the concepts here are in some of the matrix that you’re using, you can use a diversified
measure or you can also use another undiversified measure. And in fact, if you do performance type measurement,
because they don’t have the units, they don’t have the control over this diversification benefit, it’s actually better
to use an undiversified measure. Otherwise, what will happen is that without even any control of the business
unit, they would get some credit for risk that is outside of their scope of management.

Some examples of uses of economic measures. Of course I didn’t mention risk contribution to the firm and
from that of course stems the acquisition and the divestiture decisions.

In performance evaluation as well I’ve given two examples. This is not exhaustive but residual income is like
a bit like a value-added approach. It would be something like net income reduced by a charge for the capital
borrowed. So, capital times cost of capital or a return expected. The RORAC is Return on Risk Adjusted Capital,
I’m sorry for the abbreviation. It’s basically the return on Economic Capital. It would be net income over capital
at risk or Economic Capital; it would be a return on equity type approach.

Of course, it can be used in profitability and pricing because it’s a measure of the risk of the line.
And in the context of implementing Basel, or implementing some of the high level concepts in the financial

institutions, a comparison of what is required by regulators versus what you think would be required based on your
models, is a use of Economic Capital.

Contrary to the list of attendees, I’m not attending the conference; I’m just here for this session. I’ll stay
around a little bit after but not very long. So in the presentation and on the website you can find my contact
information.

I will now introduce the first speaker, Andrew Storey from Scotiabank. He has over ten years of experience
in credit risk management, strategic planning and database marketing. He’s currently Director of Economic Capital
in Global Risk Management at Scotiabank. He shares responsibilities in managing the Bank’s Internal Capital
Adequacy Assessment Process, termed ICAAP by many of the practitioners in the industry, and in managing the
Economic Capital model. So I’ll invite Andrew?

Speaker Andrew Storey: Thank you. So I’m here today to talk about the way that Scotiabank uses Economic
Capital, specifically the organizational structure, model governance, and strategic uses of the model.

So first of all I’d like to say, I’m glad I’m here to have the opportunity to speak with all of you and also it’s year-
end at the Bank so any reason to get out of the office is wonderful.

So just a little background on myself. I used to head the Decision Support Group in the retail bank, where
we built statistical models to target direct marketing campaigns, so I probably sent many of you letters, you know,
offering you our bank products. So for that I apologize.

(laughter)
Prior to that I worked in retail credit risk developing delinquency models for retail products. Currently I’m

in charge of the Economic Capital framework at the Bank and I’ll talk about the governance framework. As well,
I also have responsibility the overall credit risk strategy at the Bank and I’ll show how we have some tie-ins to that
with Economic Capital as well as the general allowance for credit losses. And again that ties in very nicely with
Economic Capital for credit risk because as we saw from the previous presentation it’s basically an unexpected loss
minus an expected loss. Without expected loss is really the way that we’re generating the general allowance, so the
two tie in very closely.

So what I was hoping to talk about today was Economic Capital, the description of what we consider
Economic Capital, the organizational ownership, put it in context as to how we use it with respect to things like
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the Bank’s risk appetite statement. And then I’ll talk briefly about the composition of the capital and the risks
that we consider and talk about the enhancements and the maintenance of that model and then usages within
the Bank.

The general take-away that I’d like you to have from this presentation is really that the model is really just a
model but basically the usage of the model is the way that the Bank thinks about it and applies it to risk
management. So the number that it generates is useful in a limited context, but it’s more like the way that the bank
manages this whole infrastructure is the key. And then also that really it’s the idea of measuring risk and returns.
So how can we bring those two concepts together?

So Economic Capital. The way we define it is “A measure of potential losses, which would flow to retained
earnings, inherent in the Bank’s business activities.” There’s a lot in that statement. Potential losses, there’s two types.
One is explicit losses, the kind that you would naturally think of: losses due to credit risk, or operational risk
losses. We may have a flood in a branch. We have to pay to fix that, so that would be an explicit cost or loss. But
then we also have what I consider implicit losses for things that cover concepts such as business risk. So for instance,
we have an expectation about how much income we would earn due to business activities that aren’t directly
associated with say, credit or market operations. So this would be say, fee income. And we have an expectation about
how much fee income we would make. And if for instance we don’t make as much as we would have expected,
then that is a loss because in essence what it would do is would flow to retained earnings. So if we expected to make
a billion dollars in fee income next year, and we only made $900 million, then we would have flowed $100 million
less to retained earnings. And so that in essence is a loss, even though it isn’t a loss on the books, we’re sort of
adding less to our retained income than we were expecting..

And so in general these losses from business activities are random events and so really what we do is, we build
up the expected loss distribution for many sub-models and then aggregate it together to generate a loss amount
that we will only exceed with some small probability. That’s a classic definition of Economic Capital.

We calculate it at the “all-Bank” level, inclusive of all the subsidiaries. So every subsidiary manages their own
capital position but really we look at it at the all-Bank level to make sure that we have enough capital at that level.

All the sub-models that we use have a forecast horizon of a year. Each model itself may have slightly different
time horizons because there’s multi-purpose uses. So for instance, some market risk models may be defined on
a shorter time horizon but then we’ll scale them up so that everything is comparable. So we’ll scale up the
measures to a year. Some risk types are explicitly defined with a year time horizon, like credit risk and operational
risk models.

And then we use this overall number to determine whether the Bank’s actual capital is sufficient to generate
a desired credit risk rating. The Economic Capital generates a number, then we will look at our actual equity and
make sure that we have more than that amount, sufficient to generate a specific risk rating. Now again, Economic
Capital isn’t the only input into external companies’ ratings of the banks, but it’s an important element.

So in general Economic Capital has a stewardship usually combining Risk, Corporate Finance and Treasury.
At Scotiabank what we have is a steering committee that’s co-chaired by a Senior Executive from the Finance side
and from the GRM side. And then this steering committee is basically managing the framework of Economic
Capital. So they’ll make decisions in terms of what are the risks that should be included? how long is the time frame
that we’re looking at? What’s the confidence level? Those types of decisions.

And then calculating the model, the Bank actually has a distributed approach. So really what we have is
specialized groups in different areas who are building the individual models that go into the development. So
basically this is a little bit different from some of the other banks where they may have a centralized group of
individuals who are calculating the entire model. We have this de-centralized approach, where basically what it
does is, it allows experts in that specific area to develop the models. We feel that’ll generate better estimations
than otherwise.

And we have a similar approach with respect to vetting of those models. So instead of having a centralized
vetting group, we’ll have vetters within the specific areas. And then one of the key benefits of this also is that it



makes the models more applied or attached to the real business world as opposed to having a group in an ivory
tower somewhere. They’re actually a lot closer to the business and they understand the way that the business works
a lot better than a central group.

Then these various components are aggregated together by a centralized group. And so that’s comprised of
Finance and GRM. This aggregation approach is what is being managed also by this steering committee.

The one drawback of this approach is that it makes the inter-risk diversification computations slightly more
difficult to manage because instead of having one group running the entire model, we’re basically having many
groups providing inputs to one centralized area. It makes it a little bit more difficult to manage the diversification
but we feel that more accurate models are more important.

And then of course the Economic Capital is then allocated to business lines in accordance with their usage
and so, although Economic Capital is jointly managed by Finance and GRM, Finance is the group that does the
allocation to the business lines.

So to put Economic Capital in context, we have this concept of how we relate it to equity. In general what
we have is Actual Equity. So this outer ring of the pie here - there’s several measures of it - but it may be common
shareholder equity plus “prefs” or some measure like that. And then we have got Economic Capital which is built
up from all of these sub-risks, some of which I have shown here. So again these are the individual models that are
aggregated together and it comes up with a certain amount of Economic Capital at some confidence level.

And then what we do is, the Bank has a risk appetite; they’ve got an all-Bank risk appetite statement that
explicitly lists a set of criteria that define the risk appetite of the Bank and that’s approved by the Board of Directors.
There are many components of it, one of which is a measure of the Economic Capital relative to equity. It’ll say
something like: “Economic Capital cannot consume more than a given percentage of total equity.” And so that’s
what that middle circle is, which is defining the bounds which the Bank feels comfortable in assuming risk from
running its business.

And so you’ll notice that one of the key things here is that the risk appetite will not allow the Bank to consume
all of its actual equity with Economic Capital. And so this is really a buffer that the Bank has and there are several
reasons for the buffer. Basically it’s to help with certain business processes such as acquisitions. So if we were
consuming all of our equity with Economic Capital, then we wanted to go out and make a large purchase then it
would be a lot more difficult to do.

And then also there’s a manageability aspect. Economic Capital isn’t necessarily bound by anything. It’s really
a function of the risk that Bank takes on and so it can expand and contract as default probabilities change, as
operational risk events happen, and so there’s some natural variability that we need to make sure that we account
for in terms of capital usage.

That’s sort of the framework that we think about it in, and then we tie business line risk parameters to
Economic Capital, and that’s an evolving process. Basically what we’ve done, for instance with the credit risk
strategy that the Bank has developed, is in part when we’re looking at what sort of risks or how much risks can we
take on for credit in the coming year, we look at what the impact might be on Economic Capital. That’s tying that
to capital and then therefore the risk appetite statement.

And of course there are market risk limits which are very tightly tied to Economic Capital. Again this is really
making an explicit connection between very tangible real limits that we put on the business to the all-Bank risk
appetite statement. So again it’s taking it from a conceptual level to an applied level for actually managing risk in
the Bank.

Some of the risks that are explicitly included in the model I’ve listed here. Now I haven’t listed all of them
because as you can imagine we don’t publicize exactly what’s in the model but these are fairly standard risks that
we would be including. So there’s Basel II Pillar 1 type risks, Basel II Pillar 2 type risks. So we include things like
Market Risk, Standard and specific risks, Credit Risk, that would be on the retail side and on the non-retail side,
and then Operational Risks. For Operational Risk we use a loss distribution approach to calculating the potential
losses that we could incur over the next year. I’ll talk about that a little bit more later.
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Pillar 2 type risks are other types of Market Risk that aren’t explicitly in Pillar 1. So interest rate risk in the
banking book and foreign exchange structural risk. Those two we actually co-simulate together. Scotiabank is the
most international bank in Canada so as you can imagine we’ve got a fairly large structural foreign exchange

positions and risk associated with that.
We have a Pipeline Risk. I’m not sure if there’s a parallel in the insurance industry but this is sort of for rate

commitments. If a customer comes in and ask for a mortgage, we’ll guarantee a rate for a certain amount of time
and then if rates go up, the customer will be happy because we guarantee for that amount of time. There’s a risk
associated with that, so we’ll set money aside for that.

Investment equity risk. For companies that we purchase but don’t take controlling shares in, we’ll set money
aside for that.

Business Risk is earnings volatility which I spoke about earlier.
And Strategic Risk is a sort of a forward looking version of business risk. For instance when we purchase new

acquisitions, we’ll set some money aside to account for the earnings that we would expect to make from that
business. And then as it is baked into the business, that amount will come down through time.

And Scotia offers insurance products and so we do have a component of Insurance Risk for insurance products
that we sell and underwrite.

Then of course there are a few other risks that are also included in the model.
There’s a process for enhancements to the Economic Capital model, so it’s not static. What we do is we look

at the coverage on an annual basis and we look for potential risks that we might want to include in the model. So
there’s a very formal process in the Bank where we’ll have a list of risks that aren’t in the model and then we will
re-evaluate them. Should they be in the model? Yes or no? And if no then what’s the rationale for not including
them in the model? And how’s the Bank actually mitigating that risk and controlling that risk? And some examples
of that would be, say liquidity risk or reputational risk, environmental risk. For various reasons we don’t actually
hold Economic Capital for them but they’re very important to the Bank, so we need to make sure that we have a
justification for how we’re managing those risks and why they don’t need to be in the model. And then periodically
we’ll come along and decide that there’s a risk that isn’t in the model that should be in the model, such as insurance
risk. For a long time it wasn’t there and then when we did this evaluation, some time ago, we decided that that
would be a good one to include in the model.

So this is really one of the key uses of the model that’s not actually the model itself, it’s the process that the
Bank has to manage its risks. So many times when we’re evaluating these risk types, we don’t include it in the
model but it’s the way that the Bank just scans on a periodic basis all the risks that are associated with the Bank
and makes sure that it’s comfortable with them.

Then of course, we’ll look at the risks that are actually in the model. The world isn’t static and so we have to
periodically enhance the models. Some examples of that are operational risk. Historically we had defined it on a
scenario basis and it was good for the time that it was built but we recently made some improvements to it, where
we would look at a loss distribution approach. There are certain event types that can happen to the banks, like
internal fraud, external fraud, damage to physical assets, or order execution errors; these are all loss types that the
Bank can incur.What we do is we estimate the frequency that those losses happen and then the severity distribution
of each loss type. We’ll estimate that and then we’ll look at the correlation between the loss event types and then
we’ll run sort of a full simulation to generate the loss distribution for the Bank, for a year, for operational risk. So
that was one major improvement that we built into the model.

Another one was looking at the way that we model interest rate risk in the banking book and foreign exchange
structural position. So prior to the implementation, we were doing them separately and in a good fashion but not
state of the art. Recently, when we were doing our evaluation, we said these things should be co-simulated because
there’s a lot of diversification benefits of looking at the two together.

When we make changes to the Economic Capital model, we just don’t do them at any time during the year;
we sort of batch them all up and then we talk to the business lines about what are the changes that we’re making



so they can build in an expectation about what it is that they’ll be managed against in the future. That puts a lot
of structure around when we can actually make changes to the model. It’s a testament really to how much it’s
actually used in the Bank because if we make changes, the business recognizes it very quickly; they see it in

their performance.
Some of the usages of Economic Capital at the Bank. A fairly generic one is it’s an aggregator of risk, so we

can compare different business activities against each other with a common measuring stick and that way we can
compare the returns that we would get in one business to the returns that we would get in another business on a
common footing.

It’s a performance measure, so we’ll calculate and actually publish in the annual report a business line Return
on Economic Equity (ROEE). Of course we have an all-Bank return on equity so at the all-Bank level, the return
on equity is equal to ROEE but at the business line we need a way to be able to allocate capital equity to them
and we’re using Economic Capital to do that.

And then of course it’s used on a day-to-day side in the business to help adjudicate non-retail loans. We’ll look
at what is the loan that the Bank is considering? What are all the aspects about it, and what would the return on
equity be with the way that it’s structured? Then there’s some hurdle rate that it should be over. That of course isn’t
the only determinant of whether that loan will be given or not, but it’s a key input.

Capital planning - there’s a capital planning process in the Bank where Economic Capital is a key component
of that. When we’re looking at our capital forecast, we also look at Economic Capital. With our business plans what
would be the change in Economic Capital? And is our capital adequate to support that? And then, do we need to
build up additional capital to cover the business that we’re looking at expanding? Or are we looking at acquisitions
or divestment? And what would be the impact on capital because of that?

Then there’s also all-Bank stress testing. This is another usage at the Bank where I think it might be like the
DCAT in the insurance industry. But really what it is, we look at a specific event and then we’ll say, what is the
impact of that event on the Bank? And so it may be, for instance, a liquidity crisis and a major recession, or
something like that. These are supposed to be hypothetical events.

(laughter)
With the help of the liability committee, we define these events and then we look at the impact on the balance

sheet, income statement, our capital ratios and Economic Capital on a forward looking basis and we’ll generate
say a certain number of years out to see what is the impact on the Bank. And so of course, Economic Capital is a
key to this calculation because we actually compare, what is our capital now? And did we have enough capital under
this scenario to satisfy a certain requirement? And then also, in that scenario, what is the Economic Capital
consumption, if we were to be in that scenario?

And then of course there will be other stress testing of projects that go on, for specific events that say, for
instance, specific industries going through troubles and what is the impact at the all-Bank level? So these are
projects that are not really looking at a specific product. It’s more like, how do all of these risks span through the
Bank, and how do they impact the Bank? And so that’s it, Economic Capital is key to that.

And then of course it’s an input into the Bank’s ICAAP or their Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process.
That’s a regulatory requirement where OSFI basically likes to see are we well capitalized or not? So Economic
Capital, our internal measure of capital usage is a key input to that.

And the regulatory usage has an implication on the way we actually develop the model or manage the model
because before, if it was only for internal purposes, we can manage it the way that we see fit. But because now we’re
using it to talk to the regulator to say “Yes, we’re well capitalized”, then the regulator now will come in and want
to get a better feeling for OK, how are you actually calculating the model? Does it make sense? Do I understand
all the assumptions? because we’re basically putting out as a measure of sufficiency.

So in general that’s the summary of the way that the Bank uses Economic Capital. It’s really a consistent
measure of risk across the Bank and it’s a central component of the way that the Bank actually runs itself. It isn’t
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just a risk measure; it’s the way the Bank actually allocates capital and manages the business, and so it spans things
like capital management, risk management and business line performance, so it isn’t just sort of sitting in GRM.

And I hope from the presentation you can see that it isn’t just the actual number that’s important but it’s

more along the lines of, as we maintain the model, as we develop it, as we enhance it, the Bank has this overarching
view of the risk that it’s facing and so it’s sort of enhances its view of risk and return. And that’s one of the really
key points to maintaining capital in the Bank.

Thanks for your time.

(Applause)

Moderator Rioux: There will be time for questions at the end of the presentations.
The next speaker is Steve Prince from Dion-Durrell, has many years of experience, and a lot of it had to do

with stochastic modeling. In his consulting role currently, the services he provides are split between life valuation
as well as some stochastic modeling on a total balance sheet approach for insurance companies. At Dion-Durrell,
he’s also in charge of the stochastic modeling capabilities. He has been involved in many committees over the years
which earned him a silver Volunteer Recognition Award a few years ago, so, congratulations.

Speaker Steven Prince:Today’s session is going to summarize an extensive report released in August by a working
group of the CIA set up to talk about risk assessment frameworks. I’ll stress that this is a committee report; if you
want to ask questions they may be from my personal experiences but today’s presentation is on the committee
report. It’s a survey of considerations for any advanced model and I’ll cover what an advanced model is and what
a consideration is. The full report is available online through the CIA website.

The members of the committee were William Beatty, Ron Harasym, Trevor Howes, Jean-Guy Lapointe,
myself, Sylvain St-Georges and Stuart Wason. While we were each there as a professional not an advocate, we did
have a couple people from insurance companies, a couple of people from regulators, some consultants and some
software vendors, so we certainly got all sides of the issue addressed.

The objectives of the report are:
• to promote accuracy, meaning at the end of all this hopefully, whatever numbers you come up with are
right;

• there’s some comparability between companies, so if company A says they’ve done an analysis and
decided their capital is a million and company B does what they claim is the same analysis and says the

capital should be 2 millions, there’s some consistency between the two
• consistency in the sense that if you’ve measured your mortality risk one way and your lapse risk another
way and your default risk a third way, there’s some intelligent way to adding them together. Also in
terms of dates from one time period to the next, if something is reported to be up or down, it’s done so
on a consistent basis.

• transparency is: as complex as all these things get to be, they make sense to other professionals in the
field. So when somebody says we did such and such, another professional would understand that and
the terms would mean the same thing to them.

• reliability is related to accuracy; yes it’s actually working and it does what it says it’s doing, and.
• practicality is this trade off between what everybody would like to do and what they’re actually able to
do. And as much as computers have grown over the years and everybody talks about that, we never have
enough computing power because we’re always thinking of more things that we’d like to calculate now
that we have bigger computers than last year.

An advanced model as defined in the report, is typically one built to reflect the company’s specific features
and it is typically a simulation program but the definition doesn’t actually require that. By contrast, the standard
model, which you’ll often see mentioned in the report means any established set of factors or methods and this



might be the MCCSR factors per 1000 of insurance, or recalculated reserves with PfAD increased X%. Usually
these standard models were developed because somebody somewhere built an advanced model, ran thousands of
simulations and said, you know, all things considered you can get a pretty good approach to that number by one

of these standard factors.
Advanced models are generally Monte Carlo simulations and a lot of time goes in to how to computerize

things in an efficient and computationally effective manner but as I’ll cover in the rest of the presentation, it doesn’t
stop there. It’s possible to have closed form probabilistic models and we would say those are advanced models in
the sense that they reflect specifics of the company but in practice, as the world gets more complex and the models
get more advanced, it’s just harder and harder to come up with closed form solutions to most of the problems the
world’s trying to deal with.

We discuss considerations in any model, and these are things an actuary could expect to be asked about in
the review of the model. We say that not necessarily in the audit sense. A good test you should ask yourself from
time to time is: if another professional came in and asked me what I was doing, what would my answer be? Now
sometimes that other professional is in fact a formal audit but there are things you should think about, in which
case if you said, “Well, I didn’t think of that actually”, that’s not a very good answer. If you said “Yes, we thought
about it. It’s not a big factor here because …” that might be perfectly acceptable, or “Well we’re doing such and
such and it’s not perfect, but it’s certainly a first approach.” As we keep saying and we’ll say in several places in the
report, no model is perfect. The point is, here are the considerations; you thought about it, either decided it wasn’t
a huge deal at the moment or you made certainly an attempt to take it into account.

The message is that everything should be considered, if not necessarily explicitly built into the model. But as
I said approximations are necessary to produce a workable model but approximations need to be validated and I’ll
get on to that in a second. Care should be taken that unintentional approximations don’t creep into the model.
So we had several cases in committee discussions, where somebody put an awful lot of work into one or two aspects
of the model and then basically they’d consumed all the available computing horsepower and made some
simplifying assumption which on the surface of it seem perfectly reasonable. “Well, we’ll run fewer scenarios or
fewer time periods or more data groupings or more something.” But that is a type of approximation and if you’re
going to do that, you should think about it and do some testing to make sure that it is reasonable.

Case in point from personal experience. We had a client question our decision on one project to do some
grouping of data. We did a lot of work to prove that the grouping was essentially matching the answer of the more
detailed data but the grouping produced a time saving of a factor of 20. The point was, we could prove that it was
producing accuracy while we were getting the improvement in speed.

The report refers to maintaining a consistent level of sophistication. And what we’re getting at there is that
very precise calculations in one part of the model might not actually improve your overall result and yet they’ve
slowed things down enormously and now you’ve had to do something different somewhere else. If there’s no
reliable data available, precise calculations won’t make it any better. A case in point was when seg fund models were
coming in ten years ago, there was an awful lot of debate in sessions, and computers running through the night
debating the impact. The question was, when the economic returns go bad, do lapse rates on seg funds go up
because people are frustrated, or do the lapse rates on seg funds go down because people realize “Ah, I’ve got
guarantees. That’s worth more”?

Awful lot of work went in analyzing whether the up or the down was significant and what got missed in all
that was that none of those impacts was as significant as your overall assumed lapse rate, which was the simple
assumption. So the point is, there’s got to be some consistency. OK, we don’t know if it’s up or down. We can test
it, but building elaborate models to make it move around when you don’t even know the starting point, is possibly
not a good use of everybody’s time.

And as I keep saying, all of this within practical limits. OK, our first go around. Here are our considerations.
Two or three of these things we’ve decided aren’t a big deal. Two or three of these things we think are significant
but all we can do at this stage is some first level approximation. The point is, you’ve identified it and thought
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about it and next year when you start refining things, you may improve it or you may decide it might not matter
so much.

However accurate a model is at the start, equal care needs to go into change control and periodic updating of

the assumptions. Just human nature is, there’s a temptation to get excited about the big project. You study everything;
you analyze, etc. etc. You build a model in and then next year the world has changed. Or maybe it hasn’t, but you
need to put as much thought and effort and work into deciding whether the world has changed and whether some
aspect of your model should also change or not. It’s not a given that you can just keep running it.

A related point is how often you would periodically update or check. You might have a schedule to maybe
once a quarter update some raw data but not parameters and once a year make sure that the more complex
assumptions are realistic.

The report describes model risk which is the risk that the model itself is flawed and there are several pages of
places you can go wrong on this. So model misspecification is one, which is you have absolutely the right model
and you’ve set it up wrong. And this comes in several forms but one is, there’s a lot of entirely powerful commercial
software on the market and all you need to do is get one of the hundreds of options wrong and your model is
producing wrong answers.

Case in point, if you caught the SOA webcast last week, there was a whole session on reviewing somebody
else’s models. The fellow gave a real-life example. He was brought in to look at some monstrous complex model.
“Where do we start?” he says. “Well, let’s change the income tax rate, see what that does.”Well it didn’t do anything.
Well how can it not do anything? Well, the model had been set up to allow you to put the tax rate in at the cell
level, at business level and at the company level, and somebody had set it to use one and the fellow showing off
the model was doing it somewhere else. Absolutely fundamental flaw; something, somewhere got missed.

Assumption misspecification is: OK, you’ve got lapse rates, mortality rates, expense rates, investment rates,
reinvestment rates. Any one of those if it’s wrong can produce a wrong answer and the longer the list is the more
potential there is to get something wrong.

Inappropriate use of the model would be where you’ve assumed the model is covering a certain type of risk
and maybe it isn’t. So day-to-day short term variations in the stock market are one thing; it doesn’t necessarily give
you a good long term outlook for the market. You can study it to death and prove conclusively it works well on a
one week horizon. It may or may not mean it works on longer horizons.

Inadequate testing. Again, one assumption somewhere, one switch, one option setting. A related point is that
if a number of people are involved in the project, somebody’s checked this, somebody else’s checked that and
possibly they’re doing something inconsistent.

Lack of understanding by the users or management. Well, back to this tax rate would be one example and
multiply that by the thousands of other inputs in any model and you can see the potential. Lack of understanding
by management: they think it’s calculating one thing, they think it’s measuring something else. The point is, they
have one view, you have some other view or the practitioner has some other view. The idea is there should be
consistency: everyone’s working with the same understanding of what it’s doing.

Inadequate systems or change control. The world works perfectly and then something unintended or un-
understood changes. So this might be your system is upgraded and it’s now rounding something differently. Maybe
that changes your answer. Change control is another thing. Companies generally have very rigorous procedures
whereby however much they love some commercial software before they install the new version, they have a bunch
of tests set up to confirm that either (a) we’ve got exactly the same answer as before, or (b) OK, it’s different and
let’s figure out why.

Change in processing. OK, it’s because of this, whatever it is. The point is, if it has changed, you understand
why and you either agree “Yes, that’s reasonable” or “No, we don’t agree and here’s what we’re going to do about it.”

Error, negligence. Again a thousand inputs, a gazillion calculations; lots of potential for something to go
wrong somewhere.



The Report stresses, and it probably isn’t news to anyone in this room, that end-users, regulators, investors
and policy holders in general, place considerable reliance on the models and those who build and use them. And
this isn’t necessarily capital models, it covers any valuation of a company’s liabilities. Same exposure, same concerns,

same potential. If you get it wrong somewhere, it’s potentially failure of the company and loss of money to policy
holders. Errors have serious financial consequences etc.

The report talks about loss of reputation which is a polite way of saying “I mean, if you get it wrong bad
enough, you’re probably not employable.” You can get a run on the bank and the company goes under essentially
because of some calculation error that could or should have been avoided. So there’s a lot weighing on these models,
so you have to be darn careful.

The report talks about resources and there’s several flavors of resources: IT resources, the hardware, the staff.
And the point is, it needs to be adequate for the job considering the frequency of use, the volume of data and
reporting timelines. So if you’ve done your homework and you’ve decided such and such actually needs to only be
done once a year and we can do it off cycle to come up with a new factor and whatever tests you’ve done show
that yes, that’s accurate enough for the purposes at hand, fine! You probably don’t need as much. On the other hand,
if you’ve decided for whatever reason we’re going to run this model every quarter and make it part of our quarter
end reporting, well now you’ve got four times as much data. You’ve got reporting timelines; gee your quarter end
stuff has to be done in so many days. Somewhere in there, you need more horsepower in the computing
department. Now, either you agree “Yes, we need it and here’s how we’re going to get it”, or you decide some other
approach is required because it isn’t there. And as we stress, it’s an “either…or”. You can make the models extremely
complex. You can run them every day if you want; it takes a lot of resources. If that’s not actually helping anybody,
you might reasonably ask why we’re going to that much trouble.

In-house versus third party software. We had an awful lot of committee debate on that. We stress that neither
approach guarantees accuracy and as I mentioned earlier, nothing against the commercial software, no one says it’s
wrong but all you need to do is get one setting wrong somewhere and the answer is wrong. Whichever approach
you take, in-house or external, it needs to be flexible. So, one of the downsides with the commercial software is
lots of options. The flip side is “Ah we’ll build an in-house without all those options.” OK, next year something
changes and the only way to accommodate it in your in-house model is a lot of reprogramming work. Now again,
maybe that’s the right decision but it doesn’t get you off the hook for that potential.

The ability to advance with technology. Some of that is essentially which hardware platform or software
platform are you starting from? There’s no perfect answer to that. The point is, should it keep current? Some
clients I have spoken to do a fair bit of fairly interesting stuff with spreadsheets and stochastic add-ins and for certain
types of things that’s entirely adequate. Now, can you take that to more complex models? Likely not, but it’s not
an issue. If that’s what they’re trying to do then spreadsheets and add-ins can certainly do the job.

It’s got to be well tested and robust. Robust means changes work under a wide range of circumstances. That
goes back to our consistent level of sophistication. Again you’ve got possibly a closed form solution, we run some
analyses, we get some parameters, run it through the formula and there’s your answer. It works very efficiently, that’s
true. Have you done the analysis to show that would work under different circumstances? I’m not saying it’s right
or wrong, just if you’re going to do that, do some analysis to confirm that it works.

Well controlled code and managed updates. It probably doesn’t happen any more but in the not too distant
past, you would have a rocket scientist in the back room running some code and whenever he had an insight into
a better way to calculate something, he’d say “Oh I’ve got an idea!” and he’d change it. Well, nothing wrong with
the update. Nothing wrong with enhancing the model. Somewhere in there somebody should know that, by the
way, we’ve changed the calculation and that’s why the number has changed or would have changed except we
changed the calculation and now luckily we have the same answer or close to it. It’s about disclosure and
understanding what’s going on in a controlled manner.
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Managed updates, same story. As I said, companies that buy commercial software or even people that build
an in-house, have a pretty elaborate process of running the old program, there’s the answer, good, let’s run the new
one to confirm that it’s the same or at least understand why it’s changed.

Permanence, that the vendor or developer will be available in the future. Most commercial software from
vendors is from software companies and you know probably they’re going to be in business but not necessarily. I’m
not saying you need to check the financial statements of your vendors, but you could look at whether they’re really
in the business or whether this is a sideline. A lot of companies are in other businesses and some of this risk
management statistical software is a sideline. Internally, is whichever staff you have that built this going to be
available? And it’s relatively easy to hire a couple of programmers and put one or two of your rocket scientists to
work on a project. , It might absolutely be the correct answer, very sophisticated, very efficient etc. OK, next year
when you want to change something, can you get the right people together? Or if the operating system changes
then you need some fundamental re-writing of code to handle the new operating system. Or your file formats
change. I’m not saying it can’t be done, just these are the sorts of things you should think about.

And I’ve said this in a thousand places, approximations are essential but they need to be validated and the
report stresses that there are several categories of approximations.

So formulas, you can debate all day whether the correct way to reflect a fractional time period is (1 + i)1/n

or (1 + i)/n or any of those. But you get into this (1 - qwqx) versus (1- qw ) x (1 - qx). There’s a hundred variations
in there.

Assumptions and parameters. You assume stuff changes quarterly, monthly, annually, pick one. And why
would you pick that over the other? You need to think about it.

Operational frequency of projection. The standard in the life industry seems to be monthly projection,. This
isn’t a criticism, it’s just an observation. That’s because that’s what a lot of commercial software does. It’s not
necessarily the right answer and if you’re doing longer term calculations, is there a need to do it monthly versus
annually? Because that’s a factor of 12 on your computing speed. Be aware of it. Analyze it. Whichever you’ve
decided, come up with some justification.

Data. As I mentioned, grouping or compression in place of seriatim. There’s again no right or wrong answer
to that. As I mentioned, in one assignment we got a factor of 20 in our computing speed by doing some better
grouping of data and proving that the grouping worked. Now there’s some work in proving that the grouping
worked but the payoff we thought was worthwhile. The point is, when you decide to compress or group your
data, it’s a type of approximation. Then you should give it as much thought as any other approximation you make.

Risk integration and multiple risks. Andrew touched on this earlier. There’s lots of different ways to combine
your risks. So one approach is you have a model for your credit risk, a model for your equity risk, a model for your
mortality risk and then in some manner you add together the standard deviations essentially or the percentiles.

But there’s other ways to approach it. If you’ve got a reasonably integrated company-wide model, it’s certainly
possible to build in formulaic relationships. So if you think the economy is going badly and investments are down,
that becomes a parameter in your model and somewhere in there you use that to adjust your lapse rates and
redemption rates. So that lets you build in some kind of correlation because you think there’s some sort of formulaic
relationship. Now what would that be? That’s a good question. It’s not necessarily one for one. Maybe it’s a tendency
for lapses to go up but they don’t necessarily move in locked step with the market. But that’s one way to build in
multiple risks.

You can apply correlations to your input variables. Again not a formula, just instead of generating claims in
product line A, and claims in product line B as independent numbers, you generate with some sort of correlation
coefficient. Not necessarily right or wrong. If you’re going to do that though, you would go to some effort to show
yes, they are correlated or negatively correlated, or show that they aren’t correlated.

You can apply the correlations when summing up models in separate business lines. So as Andrew mentioned
earlier, your capital for risk A is this, your capital for risk B is that and so on, the true capital is probably not the
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sum of those. But you need to go through some analysis to come up with well, if it isn’t the sum, how much credit
do you give yourself and why?

Diversification benefits. Andrew mentioned also it’s related to risk integration. If you assume everything is

independent, then boy your total risk capital is a lot less than the sum of the individual pieces but they probably
aren’t completely independent. And if you assume there’s no diversification when in fact there is, you have probably
overstated your capital requirements. Now maybe that is a good thing; it errs on the side of safety. But maybe it
leads you to make some wrong decisions because things aren’t actually that bad or gee, more of this would actually
help rather than less.

Testing, testing, testing, testing and oh, yes! More testing. Lots of pages in the report on all the ways in which
you test it. And there’s several flavors of that too.

The first one was the valid theoretical basis. So whatever you do in your calculations, what makes you so sure
that makes sense in the first place? OK, most of us understand mortality tables, that’s the basis for that. Ten years
ago, when we got into Seg Fund modeling, there were some people coming up with some very elaborate models
and some very bold conclusions. Then when you get to the heart of it, it’s “Well, I saw this one paper somewhere
in a journal by somebody who said the world works like this.” I don’t know whether it does or not, but the fact
that there’s one paper somewhere doesn’t necessarily make a theory valid. It doesn’t necessarily mean you have to
follow only the conventional theories, but whatever your basis is, come up with a few words on why you think that
actually works.

So, second level is once you’ve got some sort of valid theoretical basis, valid programming of the theory,
which is given all your assumptions, is the program actually calculating what you think it’s calculating? That’s
the testing, testing.

Valid user of the program is again this: “Oh yes, the tax rates over here, not here.” People understand what
the switches do, how to turn it off and on, etc.

Valid data in the program. It sounds obvious but not necessarily. Checking incremental changes, sample cases.
OK, how do you do the testing?Well you start with some simple cases. Well, let’s assume nobody dies; this is what
should happen. OK, well let’s put in a 1% flat death rate; here’s what should happen. If we double the deaths, here’s
what should happen. OK, now we put in an actual table by age. But you walk through individual cases and test
them like that. You check some extreme cases. Well, what if the market just absolutely tanks - not that it would
ever happen. Ha, ha! But point is you have some sanity checks on this. If I put this input in, this should be the
output and if it isn’t, which is my next slide, the results are sometimes counter-intuitive.

Again from my own work experience, some of our best insights have started with: “Steve, what the heck is
your stupid model doing?”

But the answer is something was counter- intuitive and it was more significant than somebody realized and
they were making what they thought were insignificant changes in something and lo and behold it was significant.
So this is an advantage of integrated models: it forces you to calibrate the risk in a consistent manner. Counter-
intuitive results might lead to a key insight about the true risk.

Just going back for a second, adequate documentation and control is, as I referred to, whatever it is you’re
doing, however right it is today, how do you know it’s still right tomorrow? And if something is going to change,
people understand that it’s changing. They understand the impact of the change. If it was an upgrade that shouldn’t
change the answer, yes, we checked, it doesn’t change the answer. Or we refined the model and the answer is
different, then we can itemize yes, before the change it was this, and after only this change, it’s that, and we can
itemize the difference for you.

Documentation, documentation, documentation. People turn over. New staff come in; they pick things up.
It looks obvious on the surface, and oh, that actually was mislabeled. What it really means is something different.
Again training and documentation and control.

Pervasive use. Now Andrew spoke to this earlier. The coming trend under Solvency II, is you’re supposed to
have these models and they’re supposed to be used pervasively down at the grassroots level. Good models are widely
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used within the company for many purposes: planning, pricing, capital calculation and allocation. That sounds
obvious but in fact it’s a little harder to achieve in practice. The point here is, the more a model is used consistently
in a company, the more you will get consistent decisions.

And if you’ve got multiple models in a company, you need to understand why they might be giving different
answers. So cases of multiple models would be, well your pricing department on the disability line has one brand
of software, your pricing department on the individual life line has a different brand of software and for whatever
reason, over in the capital calculation department they’re coming up with capital on some other basis. Well, OK,
the capital calculation has got some implicit profit in it somewhere, so one approach would be to run the profit
from the capital model and understand, is it the same as the other models or not? Because if they’re not the same,
the pricing people are working one way and again, I’m not saying one is right or wrong, but if they’re different,
clearly people are going to come to different decisions some of the time.

The point of Solvency II, or one of the things it stresses, is pushing these capital models down to the operating
levels, so people understand risk management and they use these models in an intelligent way to make their
business decisions. So this puts other stresses on the modeling, which is, it might be one thing to have three guys
in a room become experts on this and run it once a year, if you’re trying to get the model run at the operational
level while they’re coming up with pricing every month, maybe you need some enhancements to the software on
the usability front. But these are all issues to understand. The point is, if they’re using different models that give
you different answers, it’s hard to get any kind of consistent risk management.

As I said, it should be integrated in the decision-making and we stress that this is a conceptual not an
organizational comment. We are not for or against having a central capital department, which controls all the
risks and the models. The point is, people making the decisions and management and people doing the pricing,
all those people should be working with the same information and however you structure the organization to
accomplish that, that’s the objective, not any particular structure.

So, summary. Models are inherently complex which is probably not news to anyone in this room. Checking,
validating, explaining, understanding, refining are all on-going processes. The perfect model hasn’t been built,
which means next year or two years from now you’ll be refining. Well as you refine and edit and revise, you have
to have controls, you have to understand the cause of the changes and either agree: yes, that’s exactly what it should
do or no, it isn’t. Let’s go back to the drawing board.

This report is a step and we stress, only a step in identifying all those considerations and taking them into
account and hopefully to get to the right answer.

So thank you.

(Applause)

Moderator Rioux: Thank you very much, Steve. At this time I would like to open the floor to questions. If you
can come to the mike, state your name and your question please.

Frank Reynolds: I have a question for Steve.. You indicate that when your assumptions are assumed to be
independent, this will result in an under-statement of the capital needed? I would have thought that the correlations
would tend to reduce the capital needed. Can you explain? It was about the sixth or seventh slide back from the end?

Speaker Prince:Well the concept of diversification of risk is if one risk is being bad on this scenario, the other one
might not be as bad, so that in total you’re not as bad. Now whichever way I said the words, the point is, if you
assume they’re independent, then some of the time when one risk is bad, the other will be good. If you assume they’re
extremely well correlated, when one is bad, the other will be bad and your total capital will be close to the sum of the
two risks rather than somewhere less than the sum of the two risks. You don’t need a simulation for that, you get that
right out of the statistics book when you look at the sum, no? You think it should work the other way?
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Frank Reynolds: By saying that if they’re independent, that you’re going to understate it, you’re saying basically
you’re making an assumption that the risks are always positively correlated and that there is no situation in which
there is a negative correlation between the two and I’m having difficulty remembering one where they’re positively

correlated all the time.

Speaker Prince: No, OK, my words were not clear. If you assume they’re independent and they are not, you will
understate your total capital. I don’t know whether they are or not, which is the point. You should test whether
they’re independent or not. That was the point I was making. They may be negatively correlated in which case yes,
the total would be less than either on its own. They may be positive in which case, the risk of the total would be
close to the sum of the two. I don’t know what the correlation rate is. I’m not saying it’s always zero. I’m saying
you should test.

Speaker Storey: On the banking side there’s an example of positive correlation that’s fairly intuitive and so
credit risk on the retail model and then there’s a wholesale model for credit risk and so you would assume that
there’s some underlying factors that make them positively correlated with each other. And so if you assume that
they were independent, then you would definitely be underestimating the capital associated with the total amount
of credit risk. But they’re not. They may not be perfectly correlated, thankfully, but there’s some positive enough
correlation there.

Bob Howard:My question is actually on the same general matter. It’s one of the lessons that I’ve heard suggested
that we can learn from the current financial crisis is that, when you get out into the tails, the risks are much more
correlated than we would have thought. And so you could even have the aggregated risk greater than the sum of
the parts. Wondering whether you would agree with that statement? I don’t know personally whether it’s true and
if it’s true, how that would inform the work you do?

Speaker Storey: I’m in agreement with you that we don’t know what it is, the correlations in the tail. But the way
that our bank does the aggregation, we have a very conservative assumption with the way that we aggregate between
these different risks, which in essence is subscribing to the idea that when you are in the tail, that there will be a
high amount of correlation between the various types of risks. So we do try to capture that concept in a sort of
roundabout way.

Speaker Prince:Mathematically the way people deal with it is something called copulas. But whether it’s true or
not is they’re basing this on essentially one or two observations which is boy, today things seem to be bad
everywhere. I don’t know if that’s a general trend or not.

Charles McLeod: A question for Andrew Storey.
First of all thank you very much for your presentation which I found interesting.
Most of your talk until near the end, I was getting the impression that Economic Capital within your bank

was being determined almost entirely by people within your bank. Even expressed some reluctance to show all the
factors that you use because you didn’t want your competitors to find that out. My question is: what external
review of your calculations takes place? You alluded a bit to OSFI at the end but maybe you can elaborate? Or do
the rating agencies look at this? Or external auditors?

And second thing, does the banking industry have anything comparable to the report that Steve Prince was
describing as good practice? Because I think, I’m a client of your bank, shareholder of other banks, I’d like to have
reasonable confidence that if your bank thinks you need Economic Capital of x, and if the capital management team
of another bank came in with their models and looked at your business, they’d come up with roughly the same
number. And say the regulators would come up with the same number too, as opposed to a whole range of numbers.
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Speaker Storey: In general the models are internally built and internally reviewed. So audit will come and make
sure that the models are doing what they’re supposed to be doing. But periodically, banks, including Scotia, will
get external consultants to come in and opine on, you know, are our models similar to other banks? Yes or no? And

how do they think they’re working? But historically there hasn’t been a lot of review of Economic Capital.
Now there’s sort of a parallel risk measure, regulatory capital, which is very highly standardized and very

highly scrutinized. And then there’s always a comparison between regulatory capital and economic capital. So are
they the same? Yes or no? And why are they different? And try to explain to the regulators why they’re different,
so the different assumptions that are going into that.

Then again, now that we’re using Economic Capital for capital adequacy, OSFI is making a lot more rigorous
review of the models. But in general the models between the banks are different, and that’s you know, one of the
reasons why we don’t describe it exactly. Everybody kind of has a rough idea of what’s going on, but the models
probably generate different numbers. If we were to take our exact model and apply it at RBC, I’m sure that we
would not come out with an exact same number. Hopefully, it would be in the ball park.

And then you asked about, is there a similar report as was shown here? Actually recently there was one put
out by the Basel committee and the name slips my mind, but it was basically something like the Survey of Use of
Economic Capital and Best Practices in the Banking Industry, put out by OSFI. And it basically talks about, what
are best practice approaches in terms of the key inputs to the model, how you do vetting and validation. So that’s
maybe trying to get towards a little bit more standardized approach. But the whole idea was that it’s tailored to
the way that the bank does its own business. But again we need to make sure that there’s some comparability
because if people start looking external, people start looking at Economic Capital, they should have an idea, as we
were saying earlier, that the numbers mean the same thing.

Daniel Hui:My name is Daniel Hui and in fact I have a general question. I just want to have your comment on it.
Even though your assumptions are correct, the Monte Carlo method is subject to error, right? In hedging

calculations, people usually calculate Greeks, and even more errors in calculating the Greeks. So should we put more
effort into estimating the standard error in the estimate so that we are informed how good the estimate is? Or the
other way of doing it some people might suggest is using finite difference method to find the differences. I just
want to have your comment: which one is more feasible? I think maybe the standard error estimate is more feasible
but I don’t know. Maybe I would like to have your comment on those two methods? Or do we need to do this at
all, because I don’t see anybody doing it in fact.

Speaker Prince: The answer is yes, you should be doing it, some kind of standard error estimate. And just for
explanation, for instance, you run your model out 50,000 times and it tells you that the 99th percentile of whatever
you’re interested in is $6.4 million dollars. How accurate is the $6.4 million dollars? Ways to test that are, well if
you’re in it for 50,000 scenarios, run it for 100,000 and see if it changes your answer. Or change your random seed.
Or there are techniques statistically for estimating the standard error of your $6.4 million. The answer is people
should be doing that. They should have some understanding.

Back to my comment about approximations. Whether you decide to do 1,000, or 5,000 or 10,000, you
should have done something somewhere to say, yes at 7,000, it seems to stabilize so therefore ten is pretty safe. And
again for people who haven’t done these things, how stable it is depends on what it is you’re measuring. The mean
will stabilize after a few hundred scenarios, the 75 percentile stabilizes typically after a couple of thousand., You
start getting out into the tails of distributions at the 99th percentile, you need not 1 or 5 or 10,000 but 50,000 or
100,000 scenarios to get the stable estimate of the percentile. So that’s just another one of those approximations
you have to be aware of and at least speak to.

Gene Dziadyk: Just a follow up on what you said Steve. I haven’t really thought about this stuff that much but,
I imagine that there will be risks that the aggregate result is much worse than the sum of the pieces. I remember,
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you know, one of the pitfalls of the book value accounting which I still think we essentially have, even though the
changes have gone. We have, you know, interest rates rise and you have products that you’ve developed with
traditional whole life, universal life, whatever, with your accounting model that have guaranteed cash value. You

can ratchet up the interest rates, you can then ratchet up the withdrawal rates and the surrenders and if you throw
some C1 into that, you kind of get to where we are today, I think the whole thing can unravel and your accounting
model won’t necessarily, you might see it in this.

You’ve mentioned lapses several times in your thing and I guess that’s my bug bear here with the PPM and all
this stuff is that those lapses are options, they’re not distributions. I think it’s one thing to go and shock a balance
sheet. If you’ve gone and invested to the PPM cash flows, that are projected out with these lapses as if they were
distributions and then you shock the hell out of that balance sheet, you get a totally different result than if you
invested recognizing the optionality.

So it’s interesting because some of these risks, thinking about them and anticipating them in the pricing and
arranging your activities around them, the investments and the infrastructure, is a whole lot different than just
taking a company that hasn’t cared about anything, and all of a sudden shock the hell out of it. Anyway, not sure
which point I made but I think there’s lots of risks there.

Speaker Prince: There are lots of risks. As a for instance, one response to exactly the point you raised is how you
construct the model. So right, let’s assume the economy goes bad, and let’s say people start leaving in droves. Yes
your lapse rates goes up. Therefore, you get more surrenders. Well your model should be reflecting that you’re
liquidating more assets. If your market values are tied to interest rates, it would hopefully reflect that “Oh, by the
way, my assets are depressed” and you can build all that in to some degree. Now as you say, in extreme cases the
whole thing seems to fall apart. It’s not a perfect answer, but “hope and pray” hasn’t been a great strategy either.

Gene Dziadyk: Just to follow on that, I guess what I’m saying is that there would be a tremendous pressure on
the management, given the PPM world or the CALM to invest the assets to the PPM cash flows. So you’re going
to do that, why? Because you want your earnings, you want your reserves because we happen to keep C3 exposure
as a liability. So you’re going to want to do that to minimize that. Whereas in a real option type model, you’d be
investing or arranging your asset portfolio to move with the movement of your liabilities and that would be an
entirely different thing. But I don’t think you can get any management to agree to do something like that. That
will make all your testing look great, but it’s not going to make your income look great. So that’s the problem.

Speaker Prince:Well as I said, this is a step and only a step towards having an answer to those sorts of questions.

Moderator Rioux: Any other questions? So this session is adjourned. Thank you very much Steve and Andrew.

(Applause)
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